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THE AMERICAN OCCUPATION OF NEW MEXICO
1821-1852
By SISTER MARY LOYOLA
CHAPTER VI
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT
N NEW MEXICO, as in the other districts acquired by the

I terms of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the question

of government was of vital importance. General Kearny
had established a full territorial organization, appointing
civil officers and a complete system of courts, and had assumed that thenceforth the inhabitants of the country were
citizens of the United States.
Official Disapproval of the Kearny Code. On receipt of
a copy of the laws known as the Kearny Code, the secretary
of war, Marcy, instructed by the president, wrote to Kearny,
January 11, 1847. He mildly rebuked him for his action,
remarking that the political rights conferred upon the people
could be acquired only by the action of congress and that, in
so far as the code of laws attempted to confer these rights, it
was not approved by the president and was not to be carried
into effect. Kearny was upheld in so far as he had set up a
civil government in the conquered land, for it was recognized that this was necessary for the preservation of good
order. 1
When, ~n 1846, the house of representatives asked information from the president regarding the establishment of
civil government in territory belonging to Mexico, Polk replied in December, that while the establishment of territorial
government by Kearny was not approved or recognized by
him, yet there could be no doubt that any excessive exercise
of civil power by the officers in the conquered provinces was
not due to arrogance but rather the result of an effort to
1. Sec. of War Marcy. to Brig. Gen. S. W. Kearny, January 11, 1847.
Doc. 60, 30 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 179.
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spread the blessings of peace with the least possible delay.2
One cannot fail to perceive that the attacks in congress before and after the 'reception of the message were inspired by
political opposition rather than by any consuming interest
in the legality of the point at issue. They brought out, however, interesting views on the status of inhabitants of conquered territories and the authority of the United States
government therein. 3 Notwithstanding the refusal of those
in authority to ratify fully the acts of Kearny, the civil government as set up by him continued to perform its functions,
but its effectiveness cannot be deCided upon since practically
nothing is recorded of its actual operations in 1846-1847.
This may raise the question whether or not there was anything to record. 4
Military Rule in New Mexico. After the revolt of
1846-7, the power of the civil authorities was almost completely subordinated to that of the military: This was, beyond
doubt, in consonance with the orders to Kearny, but was resentedby the people who had assumed that the civil code set
up by Kearny had been fully approved by the president. 5
That this supremacy of the miJitary power was in full
accord with the will of the administration was strikingly
eVIdenced soon after·it was enforced. On the death of Governor Bent in January 1847, Secretary Vigil became acting
governor. In his report to the president he emphatically
2. Appendix, Congo Globe, 30 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 934.
3. Congo Globe, 30 Cong., 2 Sess., In a case growing out of the Mexican War,
Chief Justice Taney, two years later, delivered a statement which ably sums up
judicial decision in this question. HThe relation in which the conquered territory stood
to the United States while it was occupied by their arms did not depend on the laws
of nations but upon our own constitution and acts of Congress .. .. The inhabitants
were still foreig~ers and enemies, and owed to the United States nothing more than the
submission and obedience, sometimes called temporary allegiance, which is due
from a conquered enemy when he surrenders to a force ~hich he is unable to resist.
(Fleming vs. Page, 9 How., 615 et seq., as cited in D. Y. Thomas, A History of Military Government in Newly Acquired Territory of the United States, 112.)
4. Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico, 428.
5. Twitchell, R. E., The Military Occupation of the Territory of New Mexico,
147. Read states that this assumption of power by Colonel Price caused the people
to be divided into two factions, the one supporting, the other opposing the military
rule. (History of New Mexico, 453.)
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stat~d that necessity alone had induced him to take upon
himself the duties and responsibilities of the position since
he felt that his own office was too arduous for him to endeavor to do anything more. He requested the president to
replace him as soon as possible and suggested for the office
Ceran St. Vrain "a native of Missouri, though an occasional
resident of this territory for many years back." He gav~
assurance that this. appointment would meet with the unanimous approval of the people. 6
Marcy, secretary of war,writing to Price the following
Jun~ (1847) replied that the filling of the office of governor
was the function of the senior military. officer to whom the
civil officer was subordinate and therefore it rested with him
to appoint someone to this position, should Vigil still wish
to retire) Vigil, who was then appointed governor by General Price in December, continued to hold .office nominally
until October 1848.8
The Convention of 1847. M~anwhile, in accordance
with the provisions of the Kearny Code, the first legislature
of New Mexico had been elected and had held a regular session beginning on December 6, 1847.9 This was organi~ed
by the election of Don Antonio Sandoval as speaker of the
legislative council and Captain W. Z. ~ngney the speaker
of the house of representatives. Among the ten acts passed
were two of special interest as indicating the desires of the
people. One provided for the establishment of a university
with the funds for its support; the other called for a convention of delegates to meet in the city of Santa Fe in February
1848. Governor Vigil and General. Price both gave their
approval to the acts. IO
Notwithstanding this show of civil power, the syn6. Ho. Ed:. Doc., 70, 30 Cong., 1 Sess., pp. 19-20.
7. Ibid., p.32.
8. Bancroft, op; cit., 442.
9. Prince, L. B., New Mexico's Struggle for Statehood, 7.
10. Pamphlet of Laws. Session 1847 in library of F. Springer, Las Vegas, New
Mexico, as cited in R. E. Twitchell, The Military Occupation of New Mexico, 151.
Legislative Manual, 180-181.
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chronous acts of Price reveal the eminently military character of the government. Having been convinced that a territorial secretary, a United States district attorney, and a
United States marshal were unnecessary, he abolished these
offices by special order. He also decreed that a six per cent
ad valorem duty should be levied on all merchandise introduced into the Territory. The territorial treasurer was
named collector of customs on such imports, and sub-collectorships were established at Ta6s, San Miguel and
Valencia. Under a license of $2,000 a year, licensed gambling houses were established. l1
.These laws were in consonance with the order issued in
March 1847 by President Polk, whereby military and naval
commanders were instructed "to levy and collect a military
contribution upon all vessels and merchandise which might
enter any of the ports of Mexico in our military occupation,
and to apply such contributions towards defraying the
expenses of the war." Justification for this law was found in
the fact that previous to the war; the revenue derived from
import duties went into the Mexican treasury, and that it
was within the competence of the United States to close the
ports or regulate the tariff. She chose the latter course. 12
It was easier to make such laws than to enforce; them.
Indignation meetings were held for the purpose of protesting against prpviding in this way for revenue for the payment of the expenses of the government. The argument was
put forth that in imposing this duty undue discrimination
was being exerted against one section ()f the country. Com,plaints reached Washington, and, in October, the federal
government ordered a refund of all duties collected on goods
brought into the Territory from the United S·tates subsequent to the thirtieth of May.I 3
11. Orders No. 10, General Price, War. Rec. Wash. D.. C., Reports of General
Sterling Price as cited in R. E. Twitchell, The Military Occupation of New Mexico,
151.
12. Congo Globe, 30 Cong., 1 Sess., 339.
13. Twitchell, R. E., Leading Facts of New Mexican History II, 268; Congo Globe,
30 Cong., 1 Sess., 1847, pp. 284-339.
.
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Doubtless this method of raising money seemed to Price
the only solution of a pressing difficulty. Officers had been
appointed, according to the provisions of the Kearny Code,
and there was no appropriation made for the payment of
their salaries. These salaries were for the most part unpaid
when New Mexico was finally made a territory.14
By the ratification of the treaty with Mexico, all the
people of New Mexico were constituted citizens of the United
States except those who formally preferred to retain their
Mexican citizenship. The manifestation of such desire was
to be made within one year. 15
Desire of Polk to Have Territorial Government Established. In transmitting the treaty to congress, President
Polk suggested that immediate attention be given to the
organization of the newly acquired provinces:
The immediate establishment of territorial
government and the extension of our laws over
these valuable possessions are deemed to be not
only important, but indispensable to preserve
order, and the due administration of justice within
their limits, to afford protection to the inhabitants,
and to facilitate the development of the vast resources and wealth which their acquisition has
added to our country.16
14. Twitchell. R. E., Leading Fact8 of New Mexican Hi8tory II, 268. On May 3.
1852, the secretary of war in answer to a resolution of. the senate .calling for information in relation to civil officers employed in the territory of New Mexico while under
military government reported $31,562.37 due on March 31, 1851. Governor Calhoun
wrote, "I cannot too strongly urge the government of the United States to provide
for the immediate payment of these claims, not only because justice to the claimants
named demands it. but for the. additional reason that $12,698.64 is due to the territorial
treasury . . . and there is not one dollar in the territorial treasury and the collection of
taxes is resisted with no prospect of an early adjustment of the question involved.
(Sen. Ex. Doc. 71, 32 Cong., 1 Sess., PP. 1-3.)
15. Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo Act VIII and IX. Ho. Ex. Doc. 69, 30 Congo 1
Sess., pp. 17-18. According to correspondence between Secretary Vigil and Don Ram6n
Ortiz, who went from Mexico to New Mexico for the purpose of assisting those who
wished to take advantage of the opportunity to return to Mexico and thus retain their
M.exican citizenship, there were many who desired to emigrate. Vigil opposed the
movement and Ortiz was constrained to return to Mexico. (Pino, Noticias Hist6ricas
11 E8tadlatica8, (Escudero ed. 1849) 92-98.)
16. Mess. of Pres. J. K. Polk, July 6, 1848. Ho. Ex. Doc. 69, 30 Cong., 1 Sess.
H
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The Polk administration had been steadily declining in
popularity. Each clause of the message gave material for
violent partisan debate. The result was that no measures of
organization were framed during the session,l7
The properly qualified body, had failed to legislate in
the matter, and as late as August 1848, the war department
had apparently issued no orders defining the status of
affairs in New Mexico. 1s
Suggestion of Senator Benton to New Mexico. Senator
Thomas H. Benton of Missouri had taken it upon himself
to represent the interests of New Mexico in congress. In
September, 1848, he wrote to the people of California and
New Mexico giving them his advice as to the wisest course
for them to pursue until they were fully admitted to citizenship. He advised them to meet in convention and provide a
government for themselves since it was not probable that
congress would legislate for them for some time. 19
Polk thought that Benton was thus secretly planning
to make his son-in-law, Fremont, governor of California.
The cabinet agreed with Polk in the wisdom of sending a
a message to the people, warning them that such action
would not be legal and that it would be to their best interests
to continue in obedience to the de facto temporary government. 20
Convention of 1848. Address to Congress. Nevertheless
the suggestion of Senator ,Benton was acted upon. Under
the proclamation of Governor Vigil a convention was assembled, October 11, 1848, with Antonio Jose Martinez as
president. The most significant accomplishment was the
formulation of a petition to congress. Because of the importance attached in Washington to a number of the clauses, it
seems necessary to cite it in full :
17. See App. Congo Globe, 30 Cong., 1 Bess., P. 880 et seq.
18. Thomas, D. Y., A History of Military Government in Newly Acquired Territory of the United States, 130.
19. Niles, 74, pp. 244-5.
20. Polk, DiGry, Sept, 30, Oct. 3, 1848.
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We the people of New Mexico respectfully
petition Congress for the speedy organization, by
law, of a territorial government for us.
We respectfully petition Congress to grant us
a government purely civil in its character.
We respectfully represent that the organic
and statute laws promulgated by the authority of
the United States, September 22, 1846, for the
temporary civil government of New Mexico (a·
copy of which is dispatched) with some few alterations would be acceptable to us.
We desire the following offices to be filled by
appointment of the President of the United States,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate:
the Governor, Secretary of State, United States
Marshal, United States District Attorney, and
Judges.
We desire to have all the usual rights of
appeal from the courts of this Territory to the
Supreme Court of the United States.
We respectfully but firmly protest against the
dismemberment of our territory in favor of Texas
or for any cause.
We do not desire to have domestic slavery
within our borders; and until the time shall arrive
for our admission into the Union as a State, we desire to be protected by Congress against their
introduction among us.
We desire a local Legislature, such as is prescribed in the Laws of New Mexico, September 22,
1846, subject to the usual acts of Congress.
We desire that our interests may be represented by a delegate, who is to be entitled to have·
a seat upon the 'floor of the Congress of the United
States.
.
In consideration of the fact that New Mexico
contains from seventy-five thousand to one hundred
thousand souls: we believe that we have made no
unreasonable request, and we confidently rely upon
Congress to provide for us laws as liberal as any
enjoyed by any of the Territories. 21

21. Congo Globe, 30 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 33. For signatures see Ritch, W. G.,
Legislative Blue Boo" of the Territory of New Mexico, 100.
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Opposition in Congress. Copies of the petition were
forwarded to Senators Benton of Missouri and Clayton of
Delaware. The former presented it in the senate on December 13, 1848. It was as a spark cast into a highly inflammable mass. The fires' of sectional strife that had been
smouldering ever since the day that the president had asked
for an approp~iation of $2,000,000 for the prosecution of
the war, and the Wilmot Proviso was suggested, burst forth
in seemingly unquenchable vigor. This appeared to be ~
direct challenge to the southern interests.
Mr. Calhoun of South Carolina denounced the petition
as not only not respectful but "most insolent." In it he saw
an unmistakable attempt to limit the power of the south;
an attack by the conquered on the very people who had conql:lered them. He argued that the new territory belonged
to the southern states as well as to the northern since the
common treasury and southern lives had been given for the
cause.
The claim of Texas to land west of the Rio Grande still
further complicated matters. Mr. Rush of Texas protested
against the attempt to establish a distinct government in
what was unquestionably a part of Texas, although he advocated the organization of the remainder. 22
After continued discussion in regard to the impertinence and disrespect of the petition, it was finally objected
by one of the senators, Mr. Foote, that there was no proof
that any convention had actually been held and that the
petition purporting to come from the people of New Mexico,
was, in reality, the work of only a negligible faction. He
asserted that such an important event would, without doubt,
have found a prominent place in the newspapers and their
silence about the matter cast grave doubt upon it. Thus did
the slave interests endeavor to prevent the impression gaining ground that New Mexico itself was opposed to slavery.
Finally the question was referred to a committee on
22. Congo Globe., 30 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 33. The question of the Texas' boundary
will be treated more fully in the following chapter.

. ,/1I
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territories and nothing further was done in that session of
congress. 23
Convention of 1849. The lack of regularly organized
government was keenly felt in New Mexico. In September
1849, Lieutenant Colonel Beall, acting as governor during
the absence of Colonel Washington who had succeeded
Price, issued a proclamation calling for the election of delegates to another convention to consider a plan for civil
government. The convention elected Hugh N. Smith as a
delegate to congress. In the resolutions drawn up on this
occasion no protest was made against slavery or Texan encroachments. The delegate was instructed to use his
endeavors to obtain a territorial rather than a state form
of government taking as a model for the former the act
constituting Minnesota a territory, but if he saw that
only a state government could be obtained he should use the
constitution of Missouri as a type. 24 In case a state governmen were insisted upon by the United States, the appointed
delegate was instructed, among other things, that since the
public lands were comparatively worthless and the grant of
500,000 acres was impracticable, to insist on an equivalent
in money or that the United States pay annually $30,000 for
ten years for the purpose of sustaining the government. He
was also to stipulate that $100,000 be donated in lieu of the
public buildings which congress would have been obliged to
erect if a territorial government had been established. The
interest in the advancement of learning is indicated by the
provision that liberal grants be made for the establishment
of colleges and common schools and for suitable institutions
for the development of the arts and sciences. 25
The difficulties under which the people were suffering
were set forth in no ambiguous language. In the memorial
to congress we read:
23. Congo Globe., 30 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 35-37 (Dec. 19, 1848). The question of
the organization of New Mexico was intimately bound up with that of Oregon and
California but it is impossible to develop these interesting topics here.
24. Ho. Mis., Doc. 39, 31 Cong., 1 SesB., 1-11.
25. Ibid.
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. .. Whereas for the last three years, we have
suffered under the paralyzing effects of a government undefined and doubtful in its character; inefficient to protect the rights of the people, or to
discharge the high and absolute duty of every government, the enforcement and regular administration of its own laws, in consequence of which
industry and enterprise are paralyzed and discontent and confusion prevail throughout the land;
the want of proper protection against the various
barbarous tribes of Indians that surround us on
every side, has prevented the extension of settlements upon our valuable public domain and rendered utterly futile every attempt to explore or
develop the great resources of the territory . . .
we have neither the means nor any adopted plan
by government for the education of the rising
generation; in fine with a government temporary,
doubtful, uncertain and inefficient in character and
in operation, surrounded and despoiled by barbarous foes, ruin appears inevitable before us, unless
speedy and effectual protection be extended to us
by the Congress of the United States. 26
Governor Washington did not officially recognize the
acts of this convention. Nevertheless, Smith started for
Washington, but by a vote of 92 to 86 the house, after a
long discussion, refused to admit him as a delegate. 27
The committee on elections reported that although New
Mexico while a part of Mexico possessed a complete political
organization, it could not be claimed that this organization
continued after the cession of the territory to the United
States. Though it was doubtless true that New Mexico was
suffering difficulties and embarrassment because of the
lack of civil governm.ent, this could not be taken into consideration in deciding on the admission of the delegate.
The admission of Mr. Smith could not ameliorate these difficulties and all precedent was against such a step. In every
case in which a delegate from a territory was admitted to
26. Ibid. Quoted in Clay's speech in senate, Feb. 5, 1850. App. Congo Globe, 31
Cong;, 1 Sess., 119.
27. HouBe Report No. 22, 31 Cong., 1 Sess., v. n.
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the congress of the United States he had been elected according to laws enacted by congress and from a government
subordinate to and emanating from the constitution. and
laws of the United States. As a government, New Mexico
was unknown to the laws of the United States. The admission of the delegate would be a quasi recognition of New
Mexico as an organized government. A decisive element in
the matter was the claim of Texas to the eastern bank of the
Rio Grande. The admission of a delegate from a region thus
under the claim of a region already represented would be too
anomalous to need any further discussion. The minority
report makes clear that the Texan claim was uppermost in
the thoughts of the members of the committee which decided
against the delegate from New Mexico. 28
Both in the house and in the senate the controversy.
over the new territory, particularly in reference to the introductionof slavery, continued with ever increasing bitterness and the solution of the difficulties seemed farther away
each day.
Attempt to form a State Government. President Taylor
encouraged the application for admission into the Union
as a state,29 and even before Smith had failed to secure for
New Mexico the status of territory an attempt was made in
New Mexico for the formation of state government. This
was mainly due to the efforts of James S. Calhoun who, in
1849, was sent to New Mexico as Indian agent. It became
known that he had semi-official instructions to favor the
organization of state government. The resulting agitation
at first bore little fruit, but the following summer the people
became definitely divided into it state and a territorial party.
Each issued its manifestos and for a time party strife ran
high.
In the early part of 1850 Colonel McCall joined his
regiment in New Mexico. He made it clear to the people
that congress would not grant a territorial government and
28.

29.

H o. Rev. 11110, 31 Cong., 1 Sess., II, passim.
Richardson, Me.•sages and Papers of the Presidents, V, p.

27.
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that President Taylor .was determined that New Mexico
should be erected into' a state in order definitely to settle the
question of slavery. therein and that of the boundary of .
Texas. 8o This news, together with a threatened attack from
without, put an end to internal dissension. A commission
arrived from Texas claiming jurisdiction over eastern New
Mexico. 81 The parties forgot their differences and united
to organize as' a state. Colonel Monroe, then military governor, in response to a formal request of.the people, on April
23, 1850, issued a call for the election of delegates toa convention to be summoned for the purpose and to urge upon
congress her admission to the Union. 82
The convention, ninety per cent of whose members
were Mexicans, met at Santa Fe on the fifteenth of May.
After a session of ten days a constitution was formulated.
The boundaries of New Mexico, embracing the disputed
area, were definitely stated. 33 Slavery was prohibited and
freedom of religion, speech, and of the press guaranteed.
Trial by jury was ordered except in civil cases involving less
than fifty dollars in which case the legislature was author. iied to provide for summary' trial. Annual meeting of the
legislature was ordered; the representatives holding office
for two years, the senators for four. The state was divided
into three judicial districts. The counties of Bernalil}o and
Valencia were to compose the southern circuit; the counties
of Santa Ana, -Santa Fe, and San Miguel, the central circuit;
and the counties of Taos and Rio Arriba the northern circuit. This was to be effective only until the first census was
taken after which the state was to be divided into four judicial districts. The laws were to be revised every five years.
The first session of the first legislature was to be held
at the recognized capital, Santa Fe, on the first day of July,
1850.
30. Davis, El Gringo, 111-2; Bancroft,· op. cit., 446. Prince, The Struggle .for
Statehood, 17-18.
81. Bancroft, op. cit.• 454-5; Read, IUlUItrated HiBtory of New Mell:ico, 456.
82. Se-n.. E~. Doc. 60, 31 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 1-3.
33. Se-n.. Ell:. Doc. 7~. 31 Cong.• 1 Seas. V. XIX.
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Education was again provided for in the article:
The Legislature shall at as early a day as practicable, establish free schools throughout the State,
and shall furnish means for their support by taxation; and it shall be the duty of the legislature to
set apart not less than one-twelfth of the annual
revenue of the State derived from taxation as a
perpetual fund, which fund shall be appropriated to the support of free public schools; and no
law shall be made diverting said ,fund to any other
use. 34

By order of the military governor, the instrument was
submitted to the people for ratification and a vote cast for
governor, lieutenant governor; representative to congress,
and for senators and representatives to a state legislature.
It was explicitly stated that those so elected were to hold
office only on condition that the constitution receive the
approval of the people and the state be admitted into the
Union. Previous to admission only such acts were to be considered valid as were necessary for the preparation of the
constitution in final form and its presentation to congress.
The form of government then in existence was declared to
be the only legal one until such time as congress organized
some other form. 35
The constitution was adopted with practically unani'mous consent. 30 Henry Connelly, a prominent trader on the
Santa Fe trail, and Manuel Alvarez, for many years United
States consul at Santa Fe, were elected to the offices of governor and lieutenant-governor respectively, and Wm. S.
Messervy was chosen as representative to congress. 37
Little attention was paid to Governor Munroe's limiting provisions. The legislature, meeting in the early part of
July, continued in session over a week. Francis A. Cunningham and Richard H. Weightman were elected United States
senators, and general legislation was enacted. It was evi34.
35.
36.
37.

Sen. E",. Doc. 74. 31 Cong., 1 Sess., Vol. XIV.
Sen. Ei .. Doc. I, 31 Cong., 2 Sess., 91-94.
6,771 Yotes for and 39 Yotes against. Sen. E",. Doc. 74, 31 Cong., 1 Sess., 2.
Sen. E",. Doc. 26, 31 Cong., 2 Seas., p. 10; Ritch, Legislative Blue Book, 100.
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dent that the state would consider itself· organized without
waiting for any action from congress.
.
. Munroe found himself in a difficult positIon. He protested against the proceedings as extra-legal. This led to a
controversy between him' and the acting governor Alvarez.
The latter held that the military governor had no authority
in this matter sInce his civil power surely could not be
greater than that of the president "and that the President
had never pretended to have the power to make a government for New Mexico or insist on the' old one; that the
President's instructions, and all others from Washington,
simply advised temporary submission to the old government
as existing by presumed consent of the people. That consent
had been withdrawn and a new government organized,
which must be recognized until Congress should refuse to
sanction it."38 For a time it seemed that there would be an
armed conflict between the two factions but by mutual compromises this was avoided:
.
The Compromise of 1850; New Mexico a Territory of
the United States. While New Mexico was thus endeavoring
to solve her difficulties, the halls of congress were resounding with the greatest speeches in the annals of our history.
It was universally felt that the new western territories
could no longer be left in their unorganized condition, yet,
every mention of the question brought forth violent debate
from the two opposing sections. Slavery had' without a
doubt become a paramount issue. The prophetic words of
J. E. Brady of Pennsylvania as early as 1848 had been verified. "Before this war we were divided as parties, it is true,
but that division was a division of opinion upon questions of
policy affecting each and every part of this confederacy;
Now sir, I fear we shall ere long be divided into northern
and southern parties, the consequences of which no man can
foresee." 39
38. Sen. Err;. Das. 1, pt. II, 31 Cong.; 2 Sess., pp. 96-106.
39. Speech of J. E. Brady in the house, June 27, 1848.
Cong., 1 Sess., p. 790.

Congo Globe App. 30
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. One plan after another had been suggested by means of
which it was hoped that the threatened severing of the
nation might be averted. As early as 1848 Polk had proposed, ,among other plans, the extension of the Missouri
Compromise line to the Pacific. 40 rThis met with little or no
consideration and was dropped. Others endeavored to show
that the question of slavery was ,beside the point; that
nature herself together with long established custom had
made the institution impossible in the new territories. In
impassioned language Clay cried out, "What do you want?
you who reside in the free states. . . . You have got more
than a thousand Wilmot provisos., :You have nature upon
,your side-facts upon your side and this truth staring you
in the face, that there is no slavery in those territories." 41
Webster took the same stand and asserted that he "would not
be at pains to reaffirm an ordinance of nature or reenact the
will of God."
The great debate in which figured the famous orators,
Webster, Clay, Calhoun, Seward, and others of lesser note,
belongs properly to the history of the United States as a
whole and can only be referred to here. 42 Although Clay's
Compromise Bill of 1850 was apparently defeated, it was
actually accepted in all its main provisions. A compromise,
it but postponed a definite settlement of the difficulties which
ultimately led to such dire results. But, for the time, strife
seemed to be quelled. One section of the Compromise provided for the organization of territorial governments in the
new provinces with no regulation in regard to slavery. The
question was to be settled by each' for itself.
The Act which established territorial government in
New Mexico is entitled "An act proposing to the State of
Texas the Establishm~nt of her Northern and Western
boundaries, the Relinguishment by the said State of all ter40. Speech of President Polk, 1848. Richardson, Messages and Papers.
41. Speech of Clay in senate, Feb. 5. 1850. App. Congo Clobe, 31 Cong., 1 Sess.,
Pp. 118-119.
42. See Congo Globe, 31 Cong., 1 Sess., part I and Appendix, passim.
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ritory claimed by her exterior to said boundaries, and of all
of her claims upon the United States, and to establish a
Territorial Government of New Mexico." 43
While even the title seems to subordinate New Mexican
to Texas problems, the Act fully provided for the setting
up of a complete territorial government. There was scarcely
a provision which would differentiate this Act from those of
a similar nature. It was proclaimed in force on December
13, 1850, by President Fillmore.
Thus was the career of the new state of New Mexico
summarilY ended. William S. Messervy was admitted to
congress as a delegate from the territory instead of a representative of the state; the two senators elect found themselves beariiIg titles without office. James S. Calhoun' was
appointed first governor of the territory and the machinery
of territorial' government was put into operation in March
1851.44 The years of uncertainty were over. New Mexican
interests were those of the United States.
43.
44.

Territory of New Mexico, Legi.•lative Manual, 34.
Prince, New Mexico's Struggle for Statehood, 22.
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CHAPTER VII
THE DETERMINATION OF BOUNDARIES

NSEPARABLY connected with the question of the organization of the government of the newly acquired district
of New· Mexico was the problem of determining the real
limits of the region. While self-interest on the part of various factions, notably the Texans, the Mormons, and those
determined on either the extension or the destruction of the
slave power of the south, cast apparent or real doubt on the
true boundaries, there was in reality foundation for the uncertainty. For a proper understanding of the situation it is
necessary to review, in at least a cursory manner, the history of the gradual delimitation of New Mexico.
Boundaries during the Spanish Period. As Spain thrust
her exploratory or colonizing enterprises farther and farther north, one of her chief motives was to insure control of
one more section of the vast expanse of the Americas which
she Claimed as her own dominion. As new provinces were
formed it was but natural that the northern boundaries
should be designated in very vague terms. "The many barbarous nations or the gentile Indians generally formed this
limit." 1 The authorities of New Spain drew up in a general
way the limits on the south, west, and east since the contiguous provinces were necessarily differentiated; but time
alone would determine the northern extent. When it became
evident that a territory was too extensive for efficient control from one centre, districts were cut off and new nuclei
formed. Thus Nueva Vizcaya was contracted by the formation of the province of New Mexico. The only boundary
which required specific determination was the southern. As
the southernmost garrison of New Mexico, the royal presidio
of the Pass (EI Paso), was upon the Rio Grande del Norte,

I

1.

VI, 84.

Cox, I. J., "The Southwest Boundary of Texas," in Tex. Hist. Assoc. Quart.,
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this river naturally constituted the dividing line between the
two sections. 2
On the east, New Mexico extended to the boundary of
Florida, wherever that might be; on the west to the "South
Sea" or Pacific Ocean; and no one knew how far north. The
establishment of Louisiana and later of California reduced
it to within commensurate bounds on the east and west, but
even at the time of the Louisiana Purchase, 1803, there was
still ground for disagreement in regard to its actual extent. 3
When, in 1811, an order issued· in 1804 by the king of
Spain was repeated, the "Provincias Internas," of which
New Mexico formed a part, were divided into two groups.
In order to prevent uncertainty regarding the extent of the
constituents of the eastern group, Joaquin de Arredondo,
the commandante-general, obtained permission from the
viceroy to have official maps constructed of each of the four
sections. One of the lines so drawn is of interest in view of
later developments. The southwestern and western· boundary of Texas was a "zigzag line beginning at the mouth of
the Nueces and ending at point on Red River a little east
of the one hundredth meridian of longitude west from
Greenwich." 4
By the Treaty of 18i9 between the United States and
Spain the northern boundary of the Spanish possessions was
definitely established. New Mexico could no longer claim
any territory north of 42° north latitude. 5
New Mexico under Mexico. During the early years of
the Mexican regime New Mexico was still one of the Internal Provinces. In January 1824, it was joined to the
provinces of Chihuahua and Durango to form· the Estado
Interno del Norte. The location of the capital at Chihuahua

a

2. Cox, I.J., "The Southwest Boundary of Texas," in Tex. Rist. Assoc. Quart.
VI, 84.
3. A Summary of the evolution of the boundaries of the Spanish provinces is
given in Prince. A Concise History of New Me~:c'icoJ 14-17.
4. Garrison, G. P., Westward Extension, 103-10.
6. Fulmore, Z. T., "History of Texas Geography" in Tex. Rist. Assoc. Quart. I,
17; Mallory. Treaties and Conventions II, 1662.
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was so opposed by Durango that the two southern provinces
were made states and New ,Mexico became a territory of the
Republic., The EI Paso district was now joined to Chihuahua; but still no eastern or western bounds were assigned
to New Mexico. 6 On the northwest and west the boundary
claimed, though not specifically stated, was made by the
Colorado River beyond which lay UpperCalifornia. 7
No further changes of any consequence were made previous to the conquest by Kearny; but a number of episodes
during the interval had served' to crystallize the sentiment
of the New Mexicans in regard to the extent of their territory particularly on the east. Here they found that their
claims conflicted with those of the young, energetic republic
of Texas whose leaders, with true frontier instinct, were
loath to have their ambition for westward ;ex.tension
thwarted by a daugher of her whose authority they had
repudiated.
Texan Claims. At the first Texas congress an act was
passed, December 19, 1836, defining the boundaries of the
nation as "Beginning at the mouth of the Sabine River and
running west along the Gulf of Mexico three leagues from
land, to the mouth of the Rio Grande, thence up the principal stream of said river to its source, thence due north to
the forty-second degree of north latitude, thence along the
boundary line as defined in the treaty between the United
States and Spain to the beginning." 8
Thus was laid the foundation of the dispute between
Texas and New Mexico which eventually involved the members of the congress of the United States in a prolonged,
bitter quarrel. For such claims Texas relied, if on anyth~ng,
on the repudiated treaty which Santa Anna had signed when
a prisoner. Texas had never exercised any shadow of j uris6. Bancroft. Arizona and New Mexico. 310-1I.
7. Legis!. Journals, Mss. for years 1822-46, 5 v. in Santa Fe Fed. Land Office as
cited by, Bloom, "New Mexico under Mexican Administration 1821-46:' in Old Santa
Fe I, 13.
S. Laws of the Republic of'Texas. 1 Cong., 1 Sess., 133-4 as cited by Binkley.
Texan Efforts to Establish ,Jurisdiction in New Mexico 1836-18.'10, 98.
'
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. diction of the territory of New Mexico included in this
claim. 9 It was in fact, no more than a claim to be made good
by force. As we shall see; she failed decidedly in repeated
attempts of such a character.I°
And yet, when one reads of the desires and even hopes
of some of the in'fluential Texans of the times such claims
sound modest indeed. Wharton, the commissioner of Texas,
in Washington, sent primarily for the purpose of procuring
the recognition and annexation of Texas by the United
States, reported to his government some time in 1837 that
President Jackson had suggested to him that Texas must
claim the Californias in order to win over the North and
East to the cause of annexation since thereby their fishing
interests would be advanced,u
The successor of Wharton, Memucan Hunt, became
convinced that the officials of the United States desired to
extend their boundaries to the Pacific, and he was determined to prevent any agreement which could be interpreted
later as implying a relinquishment of this claim on the part
of Texas. Writing to his government he stated: "As a separate Power, the splendid harbours on the South Sea, or
Pacific Ocean, will be indispensable to us, and apart from the
great increase in territory by an extension of the line, '-the
possession of the harbour of St. Francisco alone is. amply
sufficient, for any increased difficulties or expense, should
there be any in regard to a claim of territory to the Pacific,
in a final treaty of Peace with Mexico." 12
Later, when a real effort was inaugurated by Texas for
the establishment of peace with Mexico, the commissioner,
Dunlap, wrote a private note to President Lamar, May 16,
1839, to ask instructions regarding the propriety of offering
a money compensation for the purchase of the land between
the Nueces and Rio Grande and continues: "How would you
like to have the boundary of the Republic to run to the Paci9. Bancroft, Arizona and New Me",ico, 453-4.
10.' Garrison. Te",IUl, 263.
11. Te",un Diplomatic Correspondence n, 285.
12. Ibid., I, 319.
.
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fie so as to include California? This may seem too grasping,
but if we can get it ought we not to take it and pay for it?" 13
Had such ambitions remained but sterile words, they
would not belong to our subject; but, in reality, they had a
direct bearing on New Mexico. It would appear that the
Texans believed that the people of New Mexico would gladly
join themselves to their standard if the advantages of such
citizenship were but clearly represented to them.
Surely in this case the wish was father to the thought.
Texas had been watching the ever increasing prosperity of
the trade between Santa Fe and Missouri and greatly desired to divert it to its own territory. This would supply the
revenue which was so greatly needed by the young, struggling, Republic whose debt was daily increasing.
The failure of efforts to negotiate a foreign loan and of
the plan to establish a government bank caused the Texans
to look with envious eye on the income from the Santa FeSt. Louis trade. President Lamar was convinced that the
line of commerce could easily be deflected to Texas. One of
the Texan newspapers reported:
If goods can be landed at Philadelphia, carried

overland to Pittsburgh-thence shipped in a steamboat to St. Louis, and again carried overland to
Santa Fe, a distance of not less than 1600 miles
through almost a desert country and abounding in
warlike tribes of Indians, and afford a profit,how much greater would be the profit to carry them
ffom Texas, less than a third of the distance, and
where none of these obstacles exist. . . Goods may
be landed at Galveston or Linnville, if imported
direct from Europe at a cheaper rate than they can
be landed at Philadelphia, as our import duty is
much less than it is in the United States. From
Galveston to Santa Fe is not more than 500 milesFrom Philadelphiato Santa Fe it is more than 4000
miles. We have every advantage over the St. Louis
trader and only want a little energy to carry the
plan into successful operation.H
13. Texan Diplorrw,tic Correspondence II, 385.
14. Telegraph and Texas Register, April 8, 1840, as cited in Binkley, W. C., The
Expansionist Movement in Texas, 1836-1850, 60.
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In 1839, President Lamar suggested to the Texan congress the sending of an expedition to New Mexico. He
would have commercial relations established between Cuba
and Texas with the western terminals of the trade at Chihuahua and Santa Fe. 15
Communications from Texans then in New Mexico
gave assurance that the people of New Mexico would gladly
welcome annexation to Texas chiefly because of the tyrannical conduct of the governor, Manuel Armijo, who had
gained power through a factional revolt. The Texan congress did nothing to forward the plans of Lamar qut the
latter determined to prepare the way for a peaceful accomplishment of the proposed design.16
For this purpose William G. Dryden, when visiting
Texas, was instructed to explain to the peop1e of New Mexico the advantages which would accrue to them from union
with Texas. It was expected that John Rowland and William Workman, residents of Santa Fe, would cooperate with
him. To give an official tone to the commission, the following letter from Abner S. Lipscomb, secretary of state,
was sent to the delegates:
It being the intention of his Excellency, the President, shortly to send an expedition to Santa Fe of
the Rio del Norte, for the purpose of exploring the
best route, and opening a communication with the
inhabitants of New Mexico, on the side of the Rio
del Norte.-He has instructed me to solicit your
aid in communicating with the people of the country and town of Santa Fe, and explaining to them
the objects of the expedition.-This Republic claims
the ancient boun,dary of Texas, from the mouth of
the Rio del Norte, to its source, and is solicitous,
that the civilized inhabitants within its whole
limits should be organized under a Government of
Laws, securing life, liberty, and property.-Should

15.

Marshall. T. M., "Commercial Aspects of the Texan Santa Fe Expedition"
in Southwestern Historical Quarterly XX, 242-259.
Binkley, W. C., op. cit" 62-7.

16.
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the inhabitants of the North quietly and peaceably
organize under our constitution and laws, you can
give them the fullest assurance of equal protection
and equal rights, privileges and immunities ;-that
they will be protected in the enjoyment of their
religion without molestation or insult to its rights;
that there will be no contributions, nor forced loans
levied, but that taxation for the support of Government will be uniform throughout the whole Republic, and determined with certainty, not at the
will of any officer or officers, but by the Representatives of the people themselves, and that. none can
be imposed or required in any other mode.-You
can assure them that since the battle of San
Jacinto, and the defeat and capture of Santa Anna,
the progress of improvement in the strength and
resources of the Government has been continued
uninterruptedly;-that the people are happy under
the administration of laws of their own making;that they are free from all internal commotions;
and secure against foreign invasion ;-that with
harmony of action the interests of the North and
the South will become one and the same ;-that
a relief from a heavy and oppressive import duties
will enable them to purchase such articles of merchandise as they may require at a much cheaper rate
than heretofore-that the south will be a good
market for all their surplus products; that it will
be a short and commodious channel of commerce
with the European merchants. To the inhabitants
of the country known as Pueblo Indians, if they
are cultivators of the soil, professing the Christian
faith in any form, you may see that they can either
come under our laws as citizens,· with full and
equal privileges, or they can be protected in the
full enjoyment of their possessions of land, property and customs, bound only to peace· and good
order in their relations with the Government.
Should it be objected, that Indians under our constitution, cannot enjoy the rights of citizenship
in the fullest sense of the term, you are authorized
to reply that the· term "Indian" as used in our
constitution, .does not embrace civilized Indians,
but applies to the barbarians, only; as by way
of illustration many of our citizens of San Antonio
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county are of the Indian race, but they are civilized, and enjoy equal privileges, and some of them
have filled high offices, and some are now members
of Congress, and in other offices of honor, trust,
and profit. Your acquaintance with the moral
conditions of the village Indians, and with our
Laws will enable you to determine what position
it would best suit them to occupy. It is intended
that the expedition shall reach Santa Fe, at farthest by the middle of August. It will be military
essentially in its character, but it will be attended
by commissioners authorized to propose, and carry
out the views of the Government, on the principles
I have above expressed. The expedition will be
prepared to make a survey of the route, Geological,
Mineralogical, and Topographical, and very beneficial results are anticipated. The President is
happy in the fortunate circumstance of one of your
number being able to speak from his own observation of the operations of our constitution. He
will be enabled to inform his associates and others
of the result of his experience, and of the salutary
influence of our laws. You may assure all the
inhabitants that they will be protected in all the
rights of property, and every proper precaution
taken to prevent any kind of inconvenience or
annoyance in the enjoyment of themY
Dissension in the Texas government neutralized these
efforts and the contemplated expedition was not authorized
by the congress of that year. Lamar did not give up his
plans. Without waiting for communication from Dryden
regarding his success, but relying on other sources of information, particularly. the report that it was believed in
Mexico that New Mexico had already joined Texas, he
determined to .accomplish his design at once.· The fear
that the Americans then in New Mexico might follow the
lead of the Texan revolutionists and set up a Republic of
their own, which would more effectively limit Texas than
could Mexican control of the region, provided a strong
17. Lipscomb to Dryden. Rowland. and Workman. April 14. 1841. in Bolton
Transcripts.
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incentive at least to Lamar. He determined to act without
congress. 18
Volunteers were requested and merchants were assured
that transportation would be furnished and military protection afforded them if they wished to take advantage of
this auspicious opportunity to engage in a trading venture. 19
The plan was widely advertised. Recruits were obtained readily enough. As revealed by letters written later
by various members of the expedition, there were various
incentives for enlistment. Doubtless the most potent factor
was love of adventure as well as· curiosity regarding the
place of which so much of interest had been reported in
preceding years. Since these letters were written after
the failure of the enterprise, one wonders if truly an innocent
desire to return home to the United States by way of Santa
Fe,20 or pure adventure,21 or a coveted opportunity of recovering health,22 together with complete ignorance, especially
on the part of the merchants who attached themselves
"merely to a military escort through the dangerous Indian
country," or an ulterior aim against the government of
Mexico on the part of the leaders,23 could account for the
numerous enlistments.
The "Santa Fe Pfoneers" as the military force was
named, assembled in May at Brushy Creek near Austin. 24
All records and reports of the proposed expedition reveal
the assured conviction of the Texans that New Mexico
would gladly welcome an opportunity to pledge her aIlegiance
to the Lone Star State. The political and commercial phases
seem to have absorbed almost all the attention of those
responsible for the enterprise. One of the participants
who later wrote the standard account of the whole affair
18.

Binkley, The Expansionist Movement in Texas, 67-70.
Ibid.
Brenham and Cooke to Thompson, April
in Bolton Transcript•.
Caldwell to Thompson, April
Ibid.
Blake to Thompson, April
Ibid.
Thompson to Bocanegra, May 6,
Ibid.
General Order No. I. May
in Ord<'r Hook of the Texan-Santa Fe
Expedition. COpy in the Bolton CoUeetion.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25, 1842,
23, 1842.
1842,
24, 1841,

22. 1842,
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asserts: "The attempt to conquer a province, numbering
some one hundred and fifty thousand inhabitants within its
borders, was a shade too Quixotical to find favor in the
eyes of the three hundred and twenty odd pioneers who
left Texas, encumbered with wagons, merchandise and the
implements of their different trades and callings."25
Specific instructions were given to the commissioners,
appointed to organize the government, in regard to the
manner of procedure. In case of an armed uprising on
the part of the people in conjunction with. the Mexican
army, a battle was not to be risked. "The President, anxious
as he is to have our National flag acknowledged in Santa
Fe, does not consider it expedient at this time to force it
upon that. portion of the Republic."26 However, if this
resistance was only on the part of the Mexican army, the
right of possession of Texas was to be enforced. 27
After taking possession, the commissioners were to
appoint to official positions such of the New Mexicans as,
in their opinion, were best qualified. These, together with
the appointees of the president, would conduct the government in the name of Texas. 28
Delegates, not more than three, were to be sent by
the citizens to the next session of the Texan congress.
Their .function was evidently that of the minority party
in. committees. They might observe the Texan methods.
They would not be entitled to vote but would probably be
allowed to speak on any subject which was of interest to
them. 29
The "Santa Fe Pioneers," the merchants and a few
others, together with the supply and merchandise wagons,
set out in the latter part of June. 30 The unforeseen diffi25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
see the
cript in

Kendall, G. W., Narrative of the Texan-Santa Fe Expedition, I, 16.
Garrison, Diplomatic Correspondence II, 741.·
Ibid.
Ibid., 739.
Ibid., 740.
Kendall, Narrative I, 71-72. For interesting details not recorded by Kendall,
Order Book of the Texan Santa Fe Expedition of which there is a transthe BoUon Collection.
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culties which were encountered and which necessitated a
complete change in the manner of advancing are rather
surprising: Although the route between Austin and Santa
Fe was not entirely familiar in parts, it would seem that
more specific information would have been obtained before
t4e final plans were arranged. The time consumed in the
march was much longer than had been anticipated.
Prepa,rationin N 6'W Mexico. Had hopes been facts
perhaps all would have gone w~ll with the optimistic expansionists. But such was not the case. New Mexico was
in complete readiness and that readiness meant opposition.
Synchronous with the earliest plans of Lamar to initiate
the .expedition were reports from Governor Armijo to
Mexico that such schemes were contemplated. In 1839,
the rumor was reported and pressing demands made for
the military assistance which the exposed state of the
department required. Showing how :i-idiculously small the
military was, he asserted that even a nominal foreign force
could wrest New Mexico from the mother country.31
Although the Minister of War promised assistance in case
of actual need,32 a similar demand for troops was repeated
in February of the following year. 33 Armijo declared there
were not more than 50 or 60 soldiers in the department.
In May he gave reasons for his hostility to the American
traders and visitors in the department and asserted that
Nait, a naturalized American, had gone from Taos to Texas
doubtless for the. purpose of acquainting that country with
the condition of New Mexico, which had no force to resist
foreign encroachments. 34
In June, more specific information could be given.
From B~nt's Fort it was learned definitely that a force
of Texans was approaching and again Armijo earnestly
requested military assistance. 35 This was reiterated in
31.
32.
33.
34.
35..

Armijo to Minister of War, August 18, 1839, in Bolton Transcripts.
Minister of War to Armijo, October 31. 1839. Ibid.
Armijo to Minister of War, February 4, 1840. Ibid.
Same to same, May 18, 1840. Ibid.
Same to same, May 11, 1841, Ibid.
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July. This time the news had come through travellers to
the country of the Comanches. Armijo had given orders
not to allow the reported expedition to enter at any point
on the frontier. The military were watching all entrance
points carefully.3o
This frontier trouble was taking place when Mexico
herself was in a state of turmoil. Yet the determination
not to suffer a further diminution of territory is revealed
by the promise of the minister of war to send Armijo money
with which to raise troops since no soldiers could be sent
at that time. 37 But soon Armijo ascertained that the expedition had not materialized and he was able to inform Mexico
that his department was in a state of tranquility.38
The new year brought a renewal of rumors of hostile
activity on the part of Texas and once again the letters
giving clear information and appealing for help went from
Armijo to the minister of war. 30 These letters reveal how
correctly informed the officials of New Mexico were regarding Texan movements.
The governor of Chihuahua, Conde, had also taken an
active interest in the rumors. He had been informed by
Armijo and by others of the plans which were being formulated,. On July 28, 1841, he issued a proclamation to his
own people, and forwarded a number' of copies to his
brother governor to be distributed in New Mexico. It
reads:
I have important news to communicate to you; it is
at this moment certain that a band of Texans have
begun their march for the purpose of invading this
Department or that Of New Mexico. Do you know
who the Texans are? They are adventurers who
despise you as barbarians, weak minded and corrupt men. They blaspheme your religion and scoff
at your pious customs; some grasping merchants

----

36
Same to sa!I'e. July 12, 1840. Ibid.
37: Minister of War to Armijo, July 25, 1840. Ibid.
38. Armijo to Minister of War, Sept. 15, 1840. Ibid.
39. In the Bolton Transcripts there are numberless letters written during tbiR
time from Armijo to the minister of war. All have the same general purport.
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who. envy the fertility of your lands, the richness
of your mines, and the clemency of your weather;
some, men who distinguish their fellowmen by the
color of their faces in order to impress the stamp
of slavery on those who are not white; some, fugitives from justice who, coming from different
countries, take this name when they arrive in Galveston or pass the Sabine River. Many are those
who fight with the savages for your homes; they
buy from them the cattle which the latter have
stolen from you and supply them with the arms
and munitions in order that they may rob you again
and cruelly murder you. These are the Texans who,
with no other compensation but pillage, no recompense but the possession of the land which they
conquer with the sword and despoil with their
despotism, attempt not only to maintain the usurpation which their ungrateful predecessors made of
a valuable part of the national territory, but also
to usurp another greater part and to enrich themselves at the' expense of the Mexicans. Their design
is, then, to invade and occupy this Department;
they approach your frontiers to despoil and enslave you and obliterate with the vile insult of
their outrages all the glory of your history.
If, in such circumstances I should have to speak
to people whose patriotism was less known to me,
to draw back, in their presence, the veil that hides
the frightful picture in which are sketched the
peculiar misfortunes consequent upon the triumph
of the .Texans in a struggle whose objects are
proprietorship and the liberty of the individuals;
in calling together, then, the citizens around the
national standard, I should take care to enumerate the abundant means which the supreme government has just put into my hands in order to
repel the invaders and that they permit me to
arm and equip perfectly the defenders of the
nation and to remunerate them with bounty and
promptness. Nothing would be exaggerated in
this nor anything promised which would not be
confirmed very soon by deeds. But I speak with
the heroic people of Chihuahua who for hundreds
of years have been the strong custodians of the
Mexican frontiers and who, in all epochs, have
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given excellent proofs of their generosity and
patriotism. I speak to the people of Chihuahua
who, when it is a matter of their religion, independence, and nationality, do not hesitate a moment to rush into the arena to defend interests
so precious. Nor do they care to solicit other
aid than their own swords, other shields than their
own breasts, nor other incentive than their patriotism.
Scarcely, either, would it be necessary for your
governors to call you before hand to the conflict;
the first boom from the cannon would lead you
. forth without fail. But I have believed it necessary to direct this address to you in order to warn
you against the deceit which precedes th-e conquerors and travels in the vanguard of all unjust
wars. Open the great book of history and you will
not find one town that has been subjugated without being first divided by internal discord; on
the other hand, neither has human power been
capable of overcoming the resistance of a town
united and resolved to sustain its liberty.
As the dissensions of Mexico and Tlascala made
possible the triumph of the Spanish attack, so
the union of the Greeks conquered the formidable
army of Xerxes. It is certain that the emissaries
of the Texans are already among us and that, by
means most. indirect, they try to s~duce the incautious in order to sow discord among us and to open
the way for those who sent them. Let them but
deceive one patriot, they will depart and allow the
hidden poison to work by itself among those whom
they have succeeded in inoculating. Beware then
of the seducers and the seduced, whose distinct
character consists always in promoting changes
and inciting disgusts and complaints. The governor, on his part, promises to watch them with
zealous vigilance an~ punish whosoever may come,
thus to manifest the power which the laws have
placed in his hands, power which punishes severely
the blameworthy at the same time that the report
of it terrifies those who might imitate them.
Not being able to deceive the vigilance of the
.supreme governor completely hiding their hostile
purpose, the invaders have taken care to make
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doubtful the immediate object of their expedition
indicating that they are coming to this Department or that of New Mexico without any determined design, or, much less, the points at which
they scheme to present themselves. They do this
with the intention of dividing our forces, to distract
the attention of the authorities and to surprise
us asleep in the arms of confidence. Miserable
wretches! They have believed that we Mexicans
are such as those who are interested in this enterprise describe us. But they make a mistake because
in whatever place. they present themselves they
will find the unfailing resistance wh}ch the supreme
governor has prepared for them and the inhabitants will oppose them spontaneously. God grant
it may be in this department! The people of Chihuahua would, perhaps, be the avengers of the
victims of Harrisburg and they would be the first
Mexicans to pronounce judgment for those who
. have suffered heretofore. But if this glory is
reserved for the people of New Mexico it remains
for us to fight at her side and collect some leaves
from her laurels. Yes, New Mexicans, you will
see in this department your brothers, the people of
Chihuahua, united to you by the strictest bonds;
they will help you with all their strength, they will
follow, as part of your army, the perfidious Texans
from point to point, from redoubt to redoubt and
show in all circumstances that all the children of
this great nation form but one family, and that
this family has sworn to be free and sovereign. . .40

By thus giving the impression to the people that the
expedition was against them, opposition was effectively
developed to any move on the part of Texas to extend
control over New Mexico.
Moreover, Armijo neglected nothing which would insure
success in the rebuttal of the Texan invaders. Various
appointments were made to enable subordinates to assist
the governor where such aid was most essential. Antonio
Sandoval was instructed to prevent uprisings among the
40. Translation of copy of Proclamation in the Bolton Transcripts.
copy is in the Ritch Collection. Huntington Library.
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Pueblo Indians,41 and others were assigned posts on the
frontier or among the people.42
Therefore no move of all the ill-fated "Santa Fe Pioneer" movement came as a surprise. Armijo's forces were
at the frontier to meet the exhausted Texans. In two
detachments they surrendered without a show of opposition.
Their goods were confiscated and they were sent to Mexico
on foot, under guard. 43 In Mexico they were imprisoned.
Those who could claim that they were not Texans, and
many did, were released through the intervention of Waddy
Thompson, the minister of the United States to Mexico. 44
Thus ended as a complete failure the expedition undertaken
with such high hopes by the "Santa Fe Pioneers." It was
evident that New Mexico was not to be claimed by Texas
so easily. Later attempts of somewhat similar nature
involving, as they did, the interests of different groups,
resulted simply in developing ever increasing hostility.45
As a department of Mexico, New Mexico looked upon
this, however, as a matter to be settled by the Mexican and
41. Miranda to Sandoval. Aug. 1, 1841. Ibid.
42. See Bolton Transcripts for various arrangements 'of this nature.
43. Kendall, Narrative I, 320-340
44. In the old Bolton Transcripts there are numerous letters to Waddy Thompson written by those who elaimed United States citizenship. Notwithstanding the
attempted ingeniousness of the communications, Thompson does not seem to have been
entirely convinced of the guilelessness of the imprisoned. He based his petition for
release, not on the justice of his demand but the good impression such an act of
leniency would make on the friends and relatives of the captives who were living in
the United States, and the pernicious consequences which would result from con...
tinued harshness toward these "Texans." (Waddy Thompson, May 4, 1842, in Bolton
Transcripts.) Although at first his efforts met with no success, in June 1842, he was
able to communicate the following to Daniel Webster, secretary of state: "I have the
happiness to inform you that the Texan prisoners were all liberated on the 13th
instant. I regard this act of President Santa Anna as one. of generosity and magnanimity· in every way honorable to him,-and I feel that it is only a matter of
justice to the Mexican people to say that their conduct to the prisoners when they
were released was kind and generous in the extreme. The pri~oners were released
upon the parade ground, and· when the fact was announced it was received with
acclamations by the Mexican soldiers. As the Texans passed through the immense
crowd that was assembled, they were most cordially and kindly greeted. When it
is remembered that these men had invaded the territory of Mexico, as enemies, such
conduct, on the part of the Mexicans is eminently honorable to them." (Thompson to
Daniel Webster, June 20, 1842, in Bolton Transcripts)
45. Binkley, W. C., Texan Efforts to Establish Jurisdiction in New Mexico,
1836-1850, 73.
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Texan governments. The question assumed a new phase
when Texas became a part of the United States and a
still different aspect when New Mexico was thus incorporated.
When news reached Austin of the establishment of a
civil government by Kearny, Governor J. P. Henderson
wrote to Secretary Buchanan, January 4, 1847, for information regarding the truth of the rumor and whether or not
the act had been sanctioned by the United States. He added:
If General Kearny acted in this matter by
authority of the President, and the general government claims the exclusive right of jurisdiction and
soil in Santa Fe, I shall, as the Executive of the
State, regard it as my solemn duty to protest, in the
name of the people and government of Texas,
against said act, and claim and reassert the right of
Texas to the soil and jurisdiction over that, and all
other territory included within her limits, according to the act of Congress referred to above.
Inasmuch as it is not convenient for the State
at this time to exercise jurisdiction over Santa
Fe, I presume no objectoin will be made on the
part of the. government of the State of Texas to
the establishment of a territorial government over
that country by the United States; provided it is
done with the express admission on their part
that the State of Texas is entitled to the soil and
jurisdiction over the same and may exercise her
right whenever she regards it as expedient. 46
The reply is rather surprising. After explaining the
temporary character of the government set up by Kearny
and the necessity of such an act in view of the state of war
then existing, Buchanan, at least to' some extent, confirmed
the claims of Texas by answering:
. . . Nothing, therefore, can be more certain than
that this temporary government, resulting from
necessity, can never injuriously affect the right
which the President believes to be justly asserted
by Texas to the whole territory on this side of the

-'---46.

Sen. Ex. Doc. 24. 31 Cong.• 1 SesB.• 2.
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Rio Grande, whenever the Mexican claim to it shall
have been extinguished by treaty. But this is a
subject which more properly belongs to the legislative than to the executive branch of the government. 47
It is not astonishing that the opponents of the administration found in such statements as the foregoing an
excellent weapon of attack. If Texas extended to the
Rio Grande, from mouth to source, where was the consistency in sending a military force to take possession of Santa
Fe, was justly asked. That here was a dilemma no one
could gainsay.48
During the years of uncertainty, Texas set about making good her claims by actual org~nization of the territory.
On March 15, 1848, the county of Santa Fe was formed. 411
Its boundaries would include practically all of New Mexico
contained in the boundary act of 1836. Shortly before, the
militia of Santa Fe district was provided for and it was
determined· to allow it one representative in the Texan
congress. The new county was to form the Eleventh Judicial District. 50 Spruce M. Baird was sent as judge.
The report that the Texas legislature planned effectively to extend its control over Santa Fe brought forth a
decided protest from New Mexico. _ The newspaper, The
Republican, gave warning through its columns that no citizen.
of the district would ever acknowledge the authority of
Texas unless it were ordered by higher authorities; that
it would be well to send a bodyguard to conduct their commissioners home safely and intimated that it would be
wiser for Texas to drop the matter entirely.51 Notwithstanding the threatening attitude assumed by this editor, the New
.Mexicans apparently paid no heed to Baird and he returned
to Texas. 52
47. Sen. Ex. Doc. l?4, 31 Cong., 1 Sess., 3.
48. See Congressional Globe, 29 Cong., 2 Sess., 6-36.
49. Batts, R. L., "Defunct Counties of Texas," in Texas Hiat. Assoc. Quart., I, 91.
60: Gammel, "The Laws of Texas," III, 60, 96, as cited by Binkley in op. cit.
61. Niles Register LXXIV, 224.
62. Davis, W .. W. R., El Gringo, 110-111.
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Another attempt of similar nature was intrusted to
Robert S. Neighbors early in 1850. He was instructed to
extend the civil jurisdiction of the state over the unorganized
counties of EI Paso, Worth, Presidio and Santa Fe. 53
Neighbors sent word to the military governor, Munroe,
informing him of his commission. Munroe ordered his
subordinate officers not to interfere with Neighbors,54 but
the opposition aroused on the occasion was so great that
no one went to the polls on the day, assigned and one more
futile attempt was laid to the account of Texas. 55
Boundaries Claimed by New Mexico. Perhaps New
Mexico took lessons from Texas. At any rate, she too drew
up a statement of her boundaries, in true pioneer fashion,
at the first State Convention held in 1850. They were to
begin at the Rio Grande just north of EI Paso and extend
thence east to the 100th meridian; thence north along the
100th meridian to the Arkansas river; thence up that stream
to its source; thence in a direct line to the Colorado River of
the West at its intersection with the ll1th meridian; thence
south on that meridian to the boundary between the United
States and Mexico and along that boundary back to the Rio
31

1

53. Sen. Eo;. Doc. 67,
Cong.,
Sess., Worth county was created by Act of
January 3, 1850. It was composed of the following territory: "Beginning on the Rio
Grande at the northwest corner of the county of. EI Paso, thence up said river to a
point twenty miles ahove the town of Sabine; thence due to the eastern branch of
the Rio Pecos; thence down said stream to the northeast corner of EI Paso to the
place of beginning:' (Batts, R. L., "Defunct Counties of Texas" in Texas Hist. Assoc.
Quart., I, 91)
54. Bo. Eo;. Doc. 66,
Cong.,
Sess.
55. Davis, W. W. H., El Gringo, 111. Texas reported the affair to the United
States. In a message to the senate, President Taylor, commenting upon it, said that
this territory was a portion of that acquired by the war and although he could not take
it upon himself to settle the disputed boundary, it should be regarded as debatable land
until the question was settled by competent authority. (Sen. Ex. Doc. 56,
Cong.,
Sess.)
Later Texas was warned 'that the entire power of the United States would be
employed to prevent any attempt to enforce her authority by arms; that it rested with
congress to determine where the true boundary lay and it would be within the competency of that body to offer Texas indemnity for the surrender of her claims if, on
investigation, it was convinced that these were well founded. (Sen. Eo;. Doc. 67,
Cong., 1 Sess.)

31

1

31

1

31
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Grande, down which it was run to the point of the
begiillling. 50
Just as Texas claimed portions of what was indubitably
the Mexican New Mexico so hereby New Mexico, with no
stronger basis for the claim than Texas could show, ra~
her theoretical line well within the limits of the old Spanish
Texas. "But it was at last a definite boundary claim' on
the part of the New Mexican people-the first tangible
limits which had ever been named for a province :e~tablished
two hundred and fifty years before.;'57
Claims of Deseret. This claim by New Mexico was
directed not only against Texas but also against the newly
formed "State of Deseret" or Utah. The Mormons who
had settled in "that portion of Upper California lying east
of the Sierra Nevada Mountains" were as ambitious as
any of the frontiersmen. Early in 1849 a convention was
called for the purpose of draughting a constitution whereby
they might govern themselves until congress should provide
for them. The boundaries set out were as follows:
. . . commencing at the 33rd degree of north
latitude, where it crosses the 108th degree of longitude west of Greenwich; thence running south and
west to the northern boundary of Mexico; thence
west to and down the main channel· of· the Gila
River, on the northern line of Mexico, and on the
northern boundary of Lower California to the
Pacific Ocean; thence north to where the said line
intersects the dividing ridge of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains; thence north along the summit of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains to the dividing range
of mountains that separates the waters flowing into
the Columbia River from the waters running into
the great basin; thence easterly, along the dividing
range of mountains that separates the waters flowing into the gulf of Mexico from the waters flowing
into the gulf of California to the place of beginning,58
56.

57.
58.

Sen. Ex. Doc. 74, 31 Cong., 1 Sess., 2.
Binkley, op. cit., 160.
Bancroft, History of Utah, 441.
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Decision in Regard to Claims; Such were the conflicting claims which required adjustment before any definite
organization of the new territory could be effected. Of all
the claimants, it would seem that Texas had greatest reason
to hope that the final decision would be in her favor. But'
the one vital question to which all others of justice or
expediency had to give place was that of slavery. The
slave interests would naturally favor the Texas claim, for
if its boundaries were acknowledged, to extend ,as far west
as was claimed, without more discussion this vast region
would be open to slavery; if the New Mexican claims were
heard, it would be almost as equally certain that it would
be closed to them. Thus only can be understood the mighty
conflict which raged in the halls of congress on the apparently
simple matter of determining the boundaries of New Mexico.
One circumstance was of powerful assistance in making
possible a satisfactory settlement, Texas' debt was assuming alarming proportions. When, therefore, it was asked
that Texas give up her claim to the territory within the
generally accepted bounds of New Mexico, the proposition
received appreciable force when a monetary recompense was
offered. After some opposition she finally agreed, November
25, 1850, to accept $10,000,000 for the cession 'as well as
for the relinquishment 'of ships, revenue from customs
houses, etc. 59
It was thus possible to define the limits of New Mexico
as follows:
Beginning at a point in the Colorado River
where the boundary line with the republic of Mexico
crosses the same; thence eastwardly with the said
boundary line to the Rio Grande; thence following
the main channel of said river to the parallel of
32 0 north latitude; thence east with said degree
to its intersection with the 103 0 longitude west of,
Greenwich; thence north with that degree of longitude west of Greenwich; thence running south and
west with that parallel to the summit of the Sierra
59.

Message of President Fillmore, Dec. 13, 1850, Richardson, V. 108·9.
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Madre; thence south with the crest of those mountains to the thirty-seventh parallel of north latitude; thence west with said parallel to its intersection with the boundary line of the state of
California; thence with said boundary line to the
place ofbeginning. 60

Running the Southern Boundary. While these decisions
were being reached, arrangements were being made for
compliance with Article· V of the Treaty of GuadalupeHidalgo which provided: ,
The boundary line between the two republics
shall commence in the gulf of Mexico, three leagues
from land opposite the mouth of the Rio Grande
otherwise called Rio Brave del Norte, or opposite
the mouth of its deepest branch, if it should have
more than one branch emptying directly into the
sea; from thence up the middle of that river, following the deepest channel where it strikes the
southern boundary of New Mexico; thence westwardly, along the whole southern boundary of New
Mexico (which runs north of the town called Paso)
to its western termination; thence northward along.
the western line of New Mexico until it intersects
the first branch of the river Gila. . . The southern
and western limits of New Mexico, mentioned in
this article are those laid down in the map entitled
"Map of the United Mexican States", as organized
and defined by various acts of the Congress of said
republic and constructed according to the best
authorities. Revised edition. Published at New
York in 1847 by J. Disturnell. .."
In order to designate the boundary line with
due precision, upon authoritative maps and to
establish upon the ground landmarks which shall
show the limits of both republics as described in

---60. Legislative Blue Boole of New

Mexico, 36. "That part lying west of longitude 109 0 was detached in 1863 to form Arizona; and that part above 37° in 1867 [1861]
was attached to Colorado. There was also a large addition in 1854 by the Gadsden Purchase, most of which was detached with Arizona. Utah as organized in 1850 included
the later Nevada, Utah, and those part of Colorado and Wyoming which lie south of
latitude 42° and west of the mountains. There was a little strip of territory
acquired from Mexico lying between latitude 38°, the mountains, and the Arkansas
River. that does not seem to have been provided for in the final settlement of 1850,"
(Bancroft. Arizona and New Mexico, (58)
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the present article, the two governments shall each
appoint a commissioner and a surveyor, who, before
the expiration of one year from the date of the
exchange of ratifications of this treaty shall meet
at the port of San Diego and proceed to run and
mark the said boundary in its whole course to the
mouth of the Rio Bravo del Norte. . .H!

On the part of the United States, John B. Weller was
appointed first commissioner, Andrew B. Gra~, first surveyor, Major Emory, astronomer, and John C. Cremony,
interpreter. 62 On the Mexican commission were Don Pedro
Garcia Conde, commissioner, and Jose Salazar y Larregui,
surveyor and astronomer. 6S The commissioners assembled
at San Diego in June and began work as soon as possible.
The task was made extremely difficult because of the lure
which was being held out by the recently discovered gold
fields of California. Men could not be obtained as escorts
and to perform the laborious work at the low and uncertain
wages offered by the government, while the prices of all
the necessities of life were rising beyond all precedent.
Repeatedly the work was all but rendered impossible by
these conditions. 64
In the latter part of 1849, an agreement was reached
in regard to the initial point of the boundary near San
Diego. The point of junction of the Gila and Colorado
was then determined. There was no difficulty in locating
the line between the two points. It was then found to be
impracticable to advance eastward beyond the mouth of the
Gila towards the frontier of New Mexico. 65 It was then
decided to meet at EI Paso. The commission was reorganized
and Bartlett replaced the dismissed Weller, June 19, 1850.66
61. Ho. Ere. Doc. 69. 30 Cong., 1 Sess.
62. Bartlett, J. R., Personal Narrative I, 2.
63. Sen. Ez. Doc~ 119, 32 Cong., 1 Sess., 56, 59.
64. Emory, Report I, 1-5.
65. Bartlett, Personal Narrati"e I, 1-5. The work of the
dered almost impossible because of the play of politics in the
missal of commissioners, etc., and the failure to provide funds.
scope of this work. See Cong; Globe, 31 Cong., 2 Sess., pp. 78 et
66. Sen. Ere. Doc. 119, 32 Cong., 1 Sess., 87.

commission was renappointment and disThis lies beyond the
seq.
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In December, 1850, the first meeting of the reorganized
joint commission took place at EI Paso. Meetings were
held as regularly as possible, twice a week. 67 Difficulties
at once presented themselves. According to the terms of
the treaty, the Disturnell map was to be used as a basis of
the negotiations. But the errors in this map rendered a
satisfactory agreement almost impossible. The Rio Grande
was located more than two degrees too far east and the
town of EI Paso about half a degree north of the 32d
parallel while its true position is a degree farther south.
It was finally decided "to fix the Initial Point on the Rio
Grande at the latitude given by the map without any reference to where the true line so prolonged should terminate.
Therefore, according to this determination, the point where
the middle of the Rio Grande strikes the Southern Boundary
of New Mexico is 22' of arc north of the parallel of latitude
marked 32° upon the map. From the same point thence the
Southern Boundary of New Mexico extends 3° to its Western
termination."68
Although Bartlett had thus conceded some territory
which might justly be claimed, he felt that he had gained
more than he had lost. When the agreement was reached,
the official surveyor, Gray, was not present. On his arrival
late in July, 1851, he found the monument indicating the
initial point already laid and the running of the southern
boundary of New Mexico begun. He refused to recognize
the agreement and recalled Whipple who was acting surveyor. Discussions between the members of the commission
and the play of politics in congress still further retarded the
work. Finally it was intrusted to Major Emory under
whom better results were achieved. By December, 1853,
the survey was completed. 69
Dissatisfaction with the Boundary. The boundary decided upon did not meet with the approval of congress.
67 Bartlett. Narrative I, 145-151.
68: Bartlett, ibid., 202-3. Sen. Ex. Doc. 119, 32 Cong., 1 Sess., 238.
69. Sen. Ex. Doc. 119, 32 Cong., 1 Sess., 279-291, 116, 119. Emory's Report I,
15; Rippy, J. F., The Relations of the United States and Mexico, 1848-1860, .168.
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Many looked to the commissioners so to establish the line
that a practicable southern route for a Pacific railway
woud be gained. It was felt that this had been sacrificed
by placing the boundary of New Mexico too far north.
Furthermore· a flourishing settlement had been begun in
the only fertile region in the otherwise desert strip under
dispute. This district, known as La Mesilla, had been
populated by the Mexican element of Dona Ana in 1849-50.
Some few Americans had also gone there. Their motive
cannot be definitely determined in view of the conflicting
accounts. Bartlett attributes it to the exasperation caused
by the encroachments of the Americans and the determination of the Mexicans to retain their Mexican citizenship;
while from reports to the governor of New Mexico it can
be inferred that the settlers clearly understood, in establishing their new homes, that they would be within the boundaries of the United States. Evidently there was a division
of the people, some desiring the northern, some the southern
jurisdiction. Doubtless the choice was guided by original
citizenship.70
As soon as it was definitely settled by the boundary
commission that the disputed area was in Chihuahua, its
chief executive took measures legally to incorporate the
region. Those "favorable to American rights and privileges" objected and petitioned the governor of New Mexico
to lay their complaint before the federal government. 71
William Carr Lane, the successor to Calhoun in New
Mexico, on hearing that ·the federal government had repudiated the line established by Bartlett went in person to
Dona Ana and by proclamation laid claim to the disputed
territory. Trias, the governor of Chihuahua, refused to
admit the claims of Lane, and maintained that the inhabitants whose citizenship would be thus eventually determined
did not desire annexation to the United States. He gave
70.
71.

176;

Rippy, op cit.,
Rippy. oP.- cit., 178.

Bartlett, op. cit., 291-2.
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warning that, if necessary, he would defend the rights of
his nation by force.
Although Lane was at first inclined to respond with
force, circumstances caused him to change his tactics. The
military commander of New Mexico refused to gra~t assist" ance in enforcing his proclamation, and, moreover, the
minister of the United States in Mexico on being informed
on the matter advised Lane to "gracefully" change his
attitude.
Shortly after, the federal government showed its apparent disapproval by appointing Meriwether to supersede
Lime. Meriwether was inform"ed of the "error" made by
the boundary commission but was instructed to "abstain
from taking forcible possession of the tract even if on your
arrival in New Mexico you find it held adversely to the
claim of the United States by Mexico or the authorities of
Chihuahua."72
Notwithstanding the seemingly conciliatory attitude
adopted by the United States, there was a strong wave of
apprehension throughout Mexico. Periodicals of the time,
doubtless influenced by Santa Anna, expressed indignation
at the grasping policy of the United States. The fear and
anger were increased by excerpts from editorials in American newspapers which advocated the absorption of more
Mexican territory.73
The Gadsden Treaty. The final result of the disagreement was the treaty concluded on December 30, 1853, by
James Gadsden, United States minister to Mexico.
The instructions to Gadsden have never been made
public but there is much reason to think that he endeavored
to obtain a large strip of Mexican territory including a
large part of Chihuahua and all of Lower California. Santa
72. Marcy to Meriwether, May 28, 1853. State Dept. B. U. A. Ms., as cited
by Rippy, Texan Efforts to Establish Jurisdiction in New Mexico, 184.
"
73. Rippy, op. cit.. 188-195.
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Anna took to himself the honor of reducing the amount
granted to about half of the demand. 74
Article I as finally agreed upon provides:
The Mexican republic agrees to designate the
following as her true limits with the United States
for the future: retaining the same dividing line
between the two Californias as already defined and
established, according to the 5th article of the
treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, the limits between
the two republics shall be as follows: Beginning
in the Gulf of Mexico, three leagues from land,
opposite the mouth of the Rio Grande, as provided
in the 5th article of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo; thence, as defined in the said article, up the
middle of that river to the point where the parallel
of 31 0 47' north latitude crosses the same; thence
due west one hundred miles; thence south to the
parallel of 31 0 20' north latitude; thence along the
said parallel of 31 0 20' to the 111th meridian of
longitude west of Greenwich; thence in a straight
line to a point on the Colorado River, twenty
English miles below the junction of the Gila and
Colorado rivers; thence up the middle of the said
river Colorado, until it intersects the present line
between the United States and Mexico. . ,7"
$10,000,000 was paid to Mexico, then greatly in need
of money, and the United States gained undisputed title
to the desired route for a railroad to the west. 76
Major Emory was appointed United States commissioner and surveyor. He worked harmoniously with the
Mexican appointees, Jose Salazar y Larregui and Francisco
Jimenez, and the survey and marking of the boundary were
completed before the end of October, 1855. 77
74. Wharton, R. G., The Gadsden Treaty, Santa Anna, Mi Historia Militar II
Politica, 106-111.
75. Ho. Ex. Doc. 109, 33 Cong., 1 Sess., 2,
76. The· results of recent investigations on this subject are found in Garber,
P. N., The Gadsden Treaty; Rippy, J. F., "A Ray of Light on the Gadsden Treaty"
in the Southwestern Historical Quarterly, XXIV; and "The Negotiation of the Gadsden Treaty," in volume XXVII of the Quarterly.
77. Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico, 491-4. Emory, I, 26-36.
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The boundaries of New Mexico were now definitely
settled on north, south, east, and west. These far flung
lines were later contracted in various 'Yays, but for the
present there was no reason for uncertainty regarding her
true limits.
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CHAPTER

VIII

THE, FIRST YEARS OF TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENT

Provisions oi the Organic Act. By the Organic Act,
passed by congress on September 9, 1850, and approved
in December by President Fillmore, New Mexico became
a territory of the United States. According to the decrees
of this act the legislative power and authority of the territory were vested in a governor and a bicameral legislature.
The council, consisting of thirteen members, was to be
elected for two years and the house of representatives of
twenty-six members for one year. Universal suffrage by
male citizens twenty-one years of age was provided. The
governor, secretary, attorney, marshal, and three justices
of the supreme court were to be appointed by the president,
by and with the consent of the senate. The governor, was,
ex:..officio, superintendent of Indian affairs. This would give
an emolument of $1000 in addition to his salary of $1500 as
governor. Salaries of the officials were to be paid by the
United States. All acts passed by the legislature and signed
by the governor had to be 8ubmitted to, and receive the
approval of, congress before becoming effective.!
,First Legislative Assembly. The first legislative assembly was opened on June 2, 1851. According to a
contemporary who lived long enough to be able to jud~
in perspective, the first was the best legislature the territory
ever had; it counted in its personnel the finest Mexicans
and Americans that the region could produceo 2 A study of
the acts passed bears out the praise accorded. 3 It is impossible to learn from whom or what group much of this
legislation emanated.
Among the chief of these provisions was the incorporation of the City of Santa Fe,4 which was made the capital.
L
Legislative Manual, 34-41
2, 'Ellison, So, History of New Me",ieo, 17. (Ms.)
Espinosa, in N. M. RIST. REV., Jan'y 1938.]'
3. See Hoo Mi•. Doc. 4, 32 Cong., 1 Sess.
4. This was repealed in the following session.

[This was edited by J. Manuel
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According to the old Spanish mode, its boundaries were
defined as lying in each direction one mile from the centre
of the plaza.
New Mexico was divided into three judicial districts
and appropriations were made for the taking of the census
by counties. 5
.
Congress was requested to reserve the wood and timber
on the mountains and all other untillable lands for the
common use of the people and forbid its sale or individual
appropriation. The same provision was requested for the
salt mines and salt springs.
In order to prevent litigation, and because of the
.familiarity of the people therewith, it was also petitioned
that .the laws of Mexico on mines and mining be declared
and perpetuated.
It was shown how essential it was that provision be
made at once by congress for roads, especially from Taos to
Santa Fe. For this purpose an appropriation of $50,000
was requested. The memorial, explaining the justice of
this petition, is a valuable description of the condition of
New Mexico at the time. It states that of the vast extent
.of the territory, the valleys alone were inhabitable and
these were separated from one another by large stretches of
desert land. "It resembles more a string of settlements
than a regularly populated country."6 The need for roads
was most felt at Taos, a prosperous agricultural region
without access to any market for the sale of its products.
The road so opened would greatly facilitate military operations and thus yearly would save the government as much
as the initial cost. New Mexico was doomed to a long
disappointment on this score.
Judging from ores and outcroppings that the country
contained great mineral wealth in copper, gold, silver, lead,
5. The returns of the first census showed 61,457 residents in New Mexico. Of
this number 538 were persons born in the United States. This did not include those
connected with the army. (Cong. Globe App., 32 Cong.. 1 Sess., Ho. of Rep. 335)
6. Ro. Mill .. Doc. 4, 32 Cong., 1 Sess., 15.
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and quicksilver, as well as coal, iron and gypsum, the legislators requested congress to provide for a geological and
mineralogical survey. Assurance of the presence of these
minerals would, they said, induce capitalists to locate there
which would promote the enterprise and interests of New
Mexico. The geologic survey would also reveal the practicability of artesian wells which "would make the present
barren fields fertile" and thus induce settlement.
A problem requiring federal decision was that of those
Mexican citizens who had, according to the treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo, retained their Mexican citizenship but
who now wanted to be naturalized as Americans. Since
there was no law on this subject, congress was petitioned to
formulate one. 7
The first governor. James S. Calhoun, who was appointed the first governor, had been in New Mexico as
Indian agent since 1849. According to practically all the
accounts given of him he was very popular with the Mexican
population and those Americans who had a vested interest
in the region. Judge Baker, one of the American judges,
writing of him stated that he was justly entitled to the
confidence of the people on account of the extreme care he
took of their welfare and his desire to make the recently
conquered Mexicans feel they were American citizens en~
titled to all the rights and privileges of citizens of the
United States. He made an effort to appoint the more
eminent and influential of them to those offices which he
considered them capable of filling. This antagonized many
of the Americans who evidently had hoped to profit politically and financially by the new regime. s
At all events he met with such opposition that almost
all his efforts for the peace and prosperity of New MexiCo
were paralyzed. His relations with the military officials
were so strained that there was no effective cooperation,
to the great detriment of the country which consequently
7.
8.

Ho. Mis. Doc., 4. 32 Cong., 1 Sess.
Calhoun, Correspondence. 408.
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suffered more from Indian depredations than it had ever
suffered before. The history of the. first years of American
control of this former Mexican outpost are not of a nature
to flatter the American sense of superiority.
Indian outrages. While Calhoun was Indian agent,
before being named governor, he wrote to Orlando Brown,
the commissioner of Indian affairs in Washington:
"Reports of 'all's well' and that our difficulties
are being overcome and that there ought to be no
changes in the affairs here; that the people are
happy and contented and prosperous . . . such
reports can emanate only from luxurious ease,
stupid ignorance, or combinations whose interest
it is to perpetuate the present state of things which
Mr. St. Vrain and others, long residents of this
country, pronounce to be worse than any they have
ever witnessed before-and I assure you they are
infinitely worse than you can imagine."!)
On July 9, 1851, the members of the legislature
addressed Governor Calhoun on the conditions. They stated
that New: Mexico was in a deplorable condition due, primarily, to Indian depredations and that at the time of writing
they did not possess one tenth of what they had possessed
in previous years. In 1830-34 the country presented a
scene of great prosperity when over a million and a half
heads of sheep and cattle roamed over the plains affording
a large commerce with the United States and Mexico.
Previous to 1851 the governors and dictators paid no
attention whatever to the remonstrances of the people since
there was no legal constitution on which to base claims.
Governor Calhoun was requested to garrison the frontiers
of the country in order to prevent the incursions of the
savages. lO
There are two possible explanations of the continuance
of this state of affairs after the establishment of territorial
9. Calhoun, Correspondence, 142.
10. Calhoun. Correspondence. 386-7.
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gqvernment. One is insufficient funds;11 the other, much
more plausible, the antagonism between the civil and military officials as well as between two "factions of the people.
The "state party" is accused of doing everything possible
to stir up animosity against Calhoun and his supporters.
Speech of Mr. Weightman in Congress. In the annals
of the discussions which took place in congress during the
eventful years immediately following the passage. of the
Compromise of 1850 is found .a lengthy speech of R. H.
Weightman, representative of New Mexico, which, although
primarily of a political nature, indicates rather clearly the
. underlying reasons for such disorder. 12
The appointment of Calhoun as first governor met with
the. approval of the delegate and he asserted that the support
tendered by the people to the new administration was chiefly
due to the fact that it differed so .essentially from that of
the person previously in control, Colonel Munroe. Against
the latter, Mr. Weightman preferred very serious and seem. ingly well-founded charges of wilful neglect of duty and
failure to provide for the gu'aranteed rights of the people
of New Mexico, such as freedom of religion and prompt
legal trials of accused according to due forms of law.
In a glowing eulogium of his constituents, Mr. Weightman asserted that Governor Calhoun agreed with him in
believing "that the people of New Mexico are capable of .
self-government. . . that they are not the miserable, degraded, and vicious people that they have been represented
to be by the adherents of the . . . military government."13
He insisted that the presence of the troops in and around
Santa Fe was desired by the traders and merchants, of
whom the majority were Americans, on account of the
business they assured. This group was opposed to Governor Calhoun because, besides other causes for disaffection,
at his arrival the troops were transferred to frontier posts.
11.
12.
13.

Ibid., 306.
Cong.,
Sess.,
Congo Globe. App.,
See Sen. Ex. Doc. I, 32 Cong., 2 Sess., pt. II.
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322-336.
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Mr. Weightman averred that the resident Mexicans together
with the comparatively few Americans who had e~tablished
themselves permanently in Santa Fe and who were, therefore, more anxious for peace and order than a market for
goods rejoiced in their removal and gave unqualified support
to the new governor.
A citation from the press of October 28, indicated the
commercial effects of the removal of the troops.
Santa Fe is dull, very dull,-dull in the superlative degree. The headquarters of the army have
been removed from here to a place. . . somewhere
north of Barclay's fort. Money seems to have taken
'flight with the army. The glory of Santa Fe has
departed, I fear me, forever. I yesterday 'was told
by one of the chief merchants of the place that for
the last twenty days he had not paid expenses. But
the hope of better times is entertained by us all and
gives us some comfort,
The frequent reports of ciVil dissension in New Mexico on the part of the Mexican population were declared
emphatically to be the inventions of political agitators.' As a·
proof of the exaggeration in the stories of "revolt$ and anarchy, confusion and revolution" the speaker challenged
anyone to cite and substantiate a single instance in which .
_resistance had been offered to the execution of the laws,
since the treaty of peace.
If the representative of the people of New Mexico knew
whereof he spoke, and there is little reason to doubt his
knowledge, the frequent reports of murders and depredations of Americans were either grossly exaggerated or
entirely fictitious or directly traceable to serious fault on the
part of Americans. In support of his assertion he states:
Of all those who have been loudest in their outcries
that there was no safety for American lives in New
Mexico, what two have thought it necessary to come
together for the purpose of combining for selfdefense? In the midst of all this outcry . . . there
has been no case of a native citizen of the United
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States fleeing, for fear of his life, from his place
of business in New Mexico. They are living now
and have been all the time in perfect security; living in whatever town in New Mexico interest or
freak dictated-in many cases a single one living
in a town where, for months at a time, he could
converse in the English language-living with New
Mexicans without its ever occurring to them to fear
the consequences of doing so, except, theoretically,
when passing resolutions for political effect . ; . I
have never met in any part of the United States
people more hospitable, more law-abiding, more
kind, more generous, more desirous that a general
system of education should be established among
them . . . Among them I have met gentlemen of.incorruptible integrity, of honor, refinement, intelligence and information . . .14

Attempts to discredit the' territorial government. Efforts. were made by the faction in opposition to Governor
Calhoun to arouse antagonism against him on religious
grounds. The Santa Fe Gazette, August 1851, contained an
article entitled "The Triangular Fight between the Military,
the Judiciary, and the Catholic Church." 15 Governor Calhoun was quite certain that its object was to convey a false
impression of a transaction which was evidently of a perfectly innocuous nature but which would certainly be misinterpreted if some of the facts were suppressed. Therefore
he. gave his official approval to the following complete statement of the episode.
When Judges Mower and Watts arrived in Santa Fe
from St. Louis, June 1851, they took up their residence with
the governor. The group antagonistic to the governor refused to call at his house to pay their respects to the judges.
Attempts were made to win the judiciary to the side
14. C<m{J. Globe. App., 32 Cong., 1 Sess., 322-336. Of an entirely contrary tenor
is the report made by Colonel Sumner, in charge of the military, to the secretary of
war, May 27, 1852. He had nothing of good and much of evil to record concerning the
New Mexicans. It is quite evident that lie was greatly disaffected toward the people
he was appointed to protect. For his views see Sen. E",. Doc. 1, 32 Cong., 2 ,Sess.,
pt. II.
15. CO'1l.g. Globe. App., 32 Cong., 1 Sess.• 325.
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of the disaffected group but an emphatic statement was issued
to the effect that the judiciary would not take any part in
political matters. Mr. Sherman, clerk of the district court
of Judge Mower, in reporting the affair to Judge Baker
asserted that the members of the first legislative assembly
under the Organic Law "hailed· with unfeigned delight the
arrival of the judges as an omen of a better state of things;
they having the utmost confidence in the civil government of
the Territory and of the United States; looking upon the
Judges and the Executive with· great veneration, being
themselves law-abiding people and appearing very anxious
to conform to the customs and laws of the United States." It
was therefore the ambition of the opposing faction to secure
the influence of the judges on their side. With the judiciary
and the military in agreement against the governor the latter would be helpless.
Failing in this attempt, because of the refusal of the
judiciary to take part in politics, the ring-leaders hit on a
scheme by means of whch to render the judiciary unpopular
with the people by making it appear that these officials would
interfere with their religion.
'The opportunity was found in the circumstances attending the holding of a court session soon after the arrival
of the judges. Arrangements were first made to hold the
session in the Quartermaster's quarters. Shortly before the
date set for the opening of court, Colonel Baker, in command
of the military, refused to allow the rooms to be put to that
purpose. He stated that under certain specified conditions
he would allow the use of one of the old churches which had
been under the control of the army ever since the conquest.
Whiie preparations were under way for fitting the edifice for the purpose, Bishop Lamy, appointed to the Santa
Fe diocese shortly after the establishment of American control in New Mexico, called on the judges and claimed title to
the church. After a completely amicable discussion in which
it was shown that since the army claimed control the question
should be referred to the district attorney, Bishop Lamy
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quietly consented to file the claim to ownership as suggested.
The matter would have rested thus, until official investigation of the title deeds, had not the opponents of the governor used the episode to persuade the people that this was
an unwarranted attack on their religious liberty. Finding
that real bitterness was being developed, the judges decided
to find some other building and did so the next day. In expressing his opinion on the subject Bishop Lamy said that
the people had doubtless been wrought upon for some political purpose. Many had come to him to know whether or
not thE:W should resist the holding of the court in the church.
He replied that under no circumstances would he approve
the raising of a finger against the civil authorities. He used
his influence to persuade them to go home and remain quiet. 16
Thus the second organized attempt to discredit Governor
Calhoun was a failure.
These continued wranglings were most disastrous to
New Mexico. Although in isolated cases military aid was accorded to the governor in order to enable him to show force
against the Indians, such assistance was too sporadic to be
really effective. Moreover he frequently complained that
instructions from Washington were entirely too few to
enable him to achieve the best results. 17
III health finally caused Governor Calhoun to seek in
a -visit to "the States" at least temporary relief from his
arduous duties. He left in charge of the Indian office John
Greiner who thus epitomizes his position :18 "Left in charge
of the superintendency of Indian Affairs by Governor Calhoun, without a dollar to pay expenses, without any means
provided to meet any of the Indians, with only one Indian
16. Calhoun, Correspondence, 406-11.
17. Calhoun, Correspondence, 414. Under most favorable conditions mail was
delivered only once a month from Independence. It took six weeks for a letter to reach
New Mexico from the Atlantic Seaboard. Mail was also delivered monthly from San
Antonio, Texas. (Davis, W. W. H., El Gringo, 272). On Feb. 6, 1861, a petition bearing sixty-four signatures was drawn up for a semi-monthly mail (Alvarez Papers)
18. Governor Calhoun died on his way east ~efore reaching Missouri. Friend and
political foe alike mourned one who had certainly done much to insure American
control in New Mexico.
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agent in the Territory and he in the Navajo country, with a
rumor that the Comanches are forming a league with the
other wild tribes to pounce down upon New Mexico and
Texas, with suspicions that some devilment is afoot among
the Pueblos, with rumors of revolution among the Mexicans,
with the Governor, Secretary, and Ghief Justice absent in
the States you can judge of my position." 19
Yet the same person reported in August 1852 that matters were gradually adjusting themselves and that there was
great reason to hope that soon the story of distress and turmoil would be changed into one of peace and prosperity.
After riding over nearly the whole Territory "from the Arkansas to the Gila Rivers and from Acoma to Antoine Chico"
he could say what could never be said before that the Indians
were. all at peace. 20 Though short-lived, this era of tranquility was of great benefit to the people.
Internal Development. It is extremely difficult to determine to what extent American interest was manifested in.
the internal development of New Mexico. Apart from the
trade with both east and west which had long before passed
the experimental stage, the chief attraction was the reputed
mineral wealth. That mining was begun early under Ameri. can auspices is beyond question. A communication of August
1851 affirms that work had been going on in the gold mines
near Santa Rita de Cobre. "The country here, from the Rio
Grande to the Rio Gila can·not be surpassed by any other
part of New Mexico, and the mines all about here are very
19. "Correspondence of J. G:' in Journal of American History III, 552. The
letters of John Greiner give an interesting, intimate picture of life in New Mexico.
The writer gives little credit to the soldiers in controiling the Indian situation but
explains that it was not ill-will but inability which made them so ineffective. He
says: "There are 92,000 Indians (estimated) in this Territory. Many of them ar~
at war. We have not 1,000 troops here under Colonel Sumner to manage them. Our
troops are of no earthly account. They cannot catch a single Indian . . . Heavy
dragoons on poor horses who know nothing cif the country, sent after Indians who are
at home anywhere and who always have· some hour's start .... So far, although several expeditions have started after them, not a single Indian has been caught.'·
(Ibid., 549)
20. Polk, Diary, Sept. 30, Oct. 3, 1848..
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rich in Gold, Silver, 'Copper, lead, etc., etc.; in Gold I do not
suppose that California can surpass it." 21
Although this is, doubtless, too enthusiastic, the mineral deposits were recognized as readily valuable. Greiner
stated that news came in to the Americans at Santa Fe of
gold and silver being found in" various localities. He was
confident that there was much silver near Taos. 22
Some development was made in the arts of peace even
during the years of turmoil. The territorial library was established in 1852 by means of an appropriation of $5,000
made by congress in 1851. A later addition of $500 to defray
the expense on transportation of books made possible the
library loans without which the so-called library would be
scarcely more than an empty building. 2R
Reference has already been made to the interest of the
people in education and the petition sent to congress in one
of the earliest memorials from New Mexico for appropriations for that purpose. Although this was not granted, private initiative provided the desired facilities. On January 1,
1853 the Convent of Our Lady of Light was opened by the
Sisters of Loretto whom Bishop Lamy had succeeded in
persuading to come to New Mexico to aid him in the work of
education of the children under his charge. 24
In almost all the other regions which became parts of
the United States there were public lands which could be
procured so easily that immigration rapidly followed annexation. This was not the case in New Mexico where, during
21 Calhoun, Correspondence, 419. The purpose of the letter was to obtain military aid against the Apaches and Navajoes who threaten"ed to make impossible the
continued operation of the mine.
22. "Correspondence of J. G." in Journal of American History, III, 547-548.
23. Ellison, S., History of New Mexico (Ms), 19. Before 1856 it contained 2,000
volumes, "standard text books on various branches of common and civil law and equity,
the reports of the U. S. and state courts and codes of various states and territories,
besides a number of congressional documents." (Davis, El Gringo, 171-2)
24. An excellent account of the opening of the Academy of Our Lady of Light
Academy, Santa Fe" by Sister M. Lilliana Owens in New Mexico Historical Review,
XIII, No.2," 129-145 (April, 1938)
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the long Spanish and Mexican regimes, all the desirable
land had been occupied. 25
This and the California gold rush prevented the rapid
influx of Americans. Gradually, however, the conquering
race dominated; the trader had not come in vain; New
Mexico became American.
CONCLUSION

The American occupation of New Mexico was the resultant of a number of forces acting in the same direction.
The trappers and traders aroused general interest throughout the United States in the commercial advantages which
would accrue from possession of this nearby foreign land;
federal administrators viewed with enthusiastic approval
the prospect of extension of control to the Bay of San Francisco by the acquisition of intermediate territory; slavery
and anti-slavery interests each recognized therein a promising field for the establishment of its respective system with
the consequent regaining of threatened political ascendancy
in congress; Texas saw the desirability of rounding out her
dominions by expansion to the "natural frontier," the Rio
Grande.
Had diplomacy been able to accomplish its purpose, New
Mexico might peacefully have become part of the United
States. Mexico, however, failed to grasp the viewpoint of
her ambitious northern neighbor; and, although financially
embarrassed to the point of bankruptcy, refused to cede her
distant province in exchange for claims lodged against her.
Nor could she be persuaded that it would be to her own best
interest to accept a money compensation for land that was
of no apparent benefit to her, and was much desired by
another. Repeated failure to effect the cession revealed that
here was a region in which century-old ownership and "manifest destiny" would inevitably clash before the latter could
come into her own.
25. The conflict between the original owners and the "squatters" was long and
bitter. The account of the final settlement by the Court of Private Land Claims established in 1891 lies outside the scope of this work.
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When the conflict ensued, New Mexico was not mentioned as a determinant factor. But·the early official interest
in the "Army of the West" reveals irrefutably the attitude
of the administration toward New Mexico. Where negotiation failed, the sword succeeded.
The interests of New Mexico, during the first years of
American domination, were subordinated to more pressing
problems of nlltional scope, to the great detriment of the
conquered region. Its very distance from the centre of
national life put it at a great disadvantage; neither slavery
nor anti-slavery would allow its rival to" establish itself in the
land co·nquered by the sacrifices of the sons of both factions.
Under such circumstances, it is not strange that the
control of the Indian population, most vital to New Mexico,
was not adequately provided for, nor the adjustment of
problems of government given due consideration. How
these and other matters of engrossing importance commanded adequate national concern, and how, by the successful endeavors of her residents, New Mexico eventually b~
came in fact, as well as in name, an integral part of the
nation, belong to a later history of the United States.

